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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION AND STATISTICS  

 

A total of 5372 candidates registered for the May 2011 SEC English examination, which makes the 

cohort 320 less than the previous sitting (5692). This year, 2858 candidates opted for Paper II Syllabus A 

and 2514 candidates chose Paper II Syllabus B. 

  

TABLE 1 – Percentage of candidates sitting for Paper Syllabus A and Paper Syllabus B 

YEAR NUMBER OF CANDIDATES % PAPER A % PAPER B 

2011 5372 53.2 46.8 

2010 5692 50.1 49.1 

2009 5674 52.0 48.0 

 

1.1 Absences  

 

This year, a total of 146 (2.7%) out of the 5372 applicants were absent for all the components of the 

examination. Out of these, 22 (0.4%) were Syllabus A applicants and 124 (2.3%) applicants, by far a 

larger number, were absent from the Syllabus B Paper. 

 

TABLE 2 – Number and percentage of absentees in Paper Syllabus A and Paper Syllabus B 

YEAR PAPER A PAPER B TOTAL 

2011 22 0.4% 124 2.3% 146 2.7% 

2010 27 0.4% 148 2.6% 175 3.1% 

2009 21 0.7% 84 3.1% 105 1.8% 
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1.2   Grade distribution 

  

The overall performance of the cohort sitting for SEC English May 2011 is given in the table below: 

 

TABLE 3 – Grade Distribution for SEC English Language May 2011 

 

PAPER 

GRADE  

1 

GRADE 

2 

GARDE 

3 

GRADE 

4 

GRADE 

5 

GRADE 

6 

GRADE 

7 

GRADE 

U 
ABS TOTAL 

II A 

% 

209 

7.3 

592 

20.7 

689 

24.1 

607 

21.2 

484 

16.9 
--- --- 

255 

8.9 

22 

0.8 
2858 

II B 

% 
--- --- --- 

161 

6.4 

471 

18.7 

506 

20.1 

621 

24.7 

631 

25.1 

124 

4.9 
2514 

TOTAL 

% 

209 

3.9 

592 

11.0 

689 

12.8 

768 

14.3 

955 

17.6 

506 

9.4 

621 

11.6 

886 

16.5 

146 

2.7 
5372 

 

1.3   SEC English Language 

 

The May 2011 English SEC examination comprised two papers. Paper 1, included Part 1, the aural 

component of the listening comprehension (30%); the oral component of picture interpretation (10%) 

and role play (10%) and Part 2 made up of the language use component (50%). Paper 1 is common to 

both Paper Syllabus A and Paper Syllabus B. Paper 2, included Part 1, the writing component (40%) and 

Part 2, the reading and writing component (60%) and different papers were set specifically for Paper 

Syllabus A and Paper Syllabus B, as specified in the SEC syllabus for English Language 2011.  

 

TABLE 4 – Scheme of Assessment 

  percentage weighting of papers 

 Part 1a 30 

Paper 1 Part 1b 10 

 Part 1c 10 

(100%) Part 2 50 

Paper 2 Part 1 40 

(100%) Part 2 60 

 

2.1   Paper 1 part 1a  -  Listening Comprehension  

 

The aural component of the examination, carrying a weighting of 30%, requires candidates to listen to 

two texts and to answer questions based on them. The two texts are weighted equally. Uniformity 

across all sessions is ensured by means of the thematic continuity of both texts as well as the consistent 

number and types of tasks.  

 

This year, the first text was the transcript of a talk about the secrets of London whilst the second text 

was the transcript of a radio programme in which a writer talks about his/her own experience of writing. 

Therefore, the first set of texts was always informative while the second set was more informal, being 

based on authentic speech patterns. In every session, the tasks on Text A included grid filling of specific 

word items and numbers; multiple choice based on vocabulary; matching of ideas; and those on Text B 

asked for sequencing of items of information and marking a series of statements as True or False 

confirmed by a reason. This variety of tasks ensured that understanding at word level, at paragraph level 
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and whole text level was tested. In all the tasks, writing was purposely kept to the bare minimum so that 

the focus remained on the listening skill.  

 

Performance 

 

Overall, it was noted that this year’s cohort fared well in the aural component as is evident in the 

number of candidates who scored between 27 and 30 (out of 30). The average mark for candidates 

opting for Syllabus A is 24 and the average mark for the Syllabus B candidates is 17.2. 

 

Generally, the candidates seem to have performed best in Text 1 task 2: the multiple choice task, which 

required underlining the correct answer. They also did well in the grid-filling tasks, especially in Text 1, 

where the response to this task was overall quite good, especially because at times, candidates though 

not very precise in their spelling still provided a word that sounded similar to the word requested. For 

example, in Text 1A instead of ‘Emperor’, Emperator and impra were given; in the same task, candidates 

were instead more accurate when they provided dates. The most challenging of all tasks proved to be 

the True/False, as candidates were required to justify a true or false answer, making a careful analysis of 

what was being read out. 

 

2.2   Paper 1 part 1b  -  Role Play 

 

This component of the speaking examination, carrying a weighting of 10%, requires the candidates to 

take on a role in a relatively realistic situation. Prompts are provided in order for a brief exchange to 

take place between candidate and examiner. Every session always gives an option of two situations 

which present parallel contexts and similar prompts to test the competence of the candidates to 

develop and conclude a dialogue and to express some functions, as dictated by the syllabus.  

 

This year, the first role play situation always required the candidate to take on the role of a witness 

being questioned by the police in connection with a crime or an accident, such as, theft from a jewellery 

shop or a hit-and-run accident and the second situation always involved the candidate in the role of a 

proprietor/owner being questioned by an insurance representative in connection with an incident, like a 

break-in or a fire. All sessions had five numbered prompts to better guide the candidates in their 

responses. The prompts were uniform across all role plays and required the candidates to state their 

own location, to explain what happened by relating an incident, to describe the scene after the incident, 

to describe a character and to conclude accordingly. 

 

Performance 

 

It was noted that the task was completed to varying degrees. In the majority of cases, the candidates 

were competent in following the cues given and thus, delivered their responses quite naturally. The 

prompt that was handled with greatest ease was the one calling for a description of a person. In other 

cases, however, performance suffered. Many candidates misunderstood ‘reply in the affirmative’ and 

answered in the negative. In other instances, candidates gave stilted responses, with limited vocabulary, 

such as everywhere black / everywhere destroyed / She is alone and they are in a group /  big man, black 

tattoo and at times, even failed to achieve the task set. A large number of these candidates did not 

satisfy the last prompt ‘conclude accordingly’ with many giving one-word replies, such as ok or yes. 
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2.3   Paper 1 part 1c  -  Picture Interpretation 

 

This section of the speaking examination, also carrying a weighting of 10%, provides visual prompts 

aimed at easing the candidates into a brief discussion by answering a set of questions about topics, as 

determined by the language area of the syllabus. All visual prompts presented serve only as a 

springboard for ideas and certainly not for scrutiny of detail in the visuals. The wording of the questions 

is carefully considered in order to avoid any ambiguity. Questions are mostly wh- questions to engage 

the candidates in expressing an opinion or a sentiment and to discuss, to argue, to explore etc, as set by 

the speaking objectives of the syllabus. 

 

Each session in the May 2011 paper presented four pictures all related to a particular topic, for example, 

The Weather, On Being A Teenager, Places and all of which gave the topic title so that the candidate felt 

mentally prepared for the topic of discussion. In every session, the set of questions followed a consistent 

pattern of: a first question based on the pictures to initiate the candidate into conversation; then a 

question about the candidate’s experience, in this case, a preferred future career in the field of work 

indicated by the topic; followed by questions on aspects of the topic itself. This year, a sufficient number 

of questions was provided to keep the candidates in conversation long enough to enable a fair 

assessment of their speaking competence.  

 

Performance 

 

Once again, a difference in task achievement was noted. A small number of candidates achieved the task 

effortlessly, scoring maximum marks. Also, a good number of candidates spoke quite fluently about the 

topics, providing some interesting responses as they drew upon their own experiences. However, poor 

performance was noted as well. There were candidates who were unable to come up with the 

appropriate language for comparing and contrasting (question 1, common to all sessions).  Common 

errors were the repetition of ideas and words, the frequent use of Maltese words as fillers, grammatical 

inaccuracies and very basic vocabulary. It was noted that there was hardly any depth in the response to 

the visual prompts which, at times, did not go beyond what was seen directly in the pictures. First 

language interference was very evident, like the wall was with black, a lot of story, the Kavaliers of 

Malta.  

 

The average mark in the oral component for Syllabus A candidates was 13.2 and the average mark for 

the Syllabus B candidates was 9.5. 

 

2.4   Paper 1 part 2  -  Language Use 

 

This component of the paper, carrying a weighting of 50%, tests candidates' accurate use of the various 

grammatical features of the English language, covering knowledge of: spelling, morphology, vocabulary, 

collocations, syntax, structures, and sociolinguistic competence. This is an accuracy based paper.  

 

This year, the one-and-a-half hour paper comprised nine tasks, ranging from cloze exercises, word 

formation, sentence rewriting to task completion. Each of these nine tasks presented language in a 

context thus creating an acceptable level of meaningful language. The tasks were devised to give an 

opportunity to the average student to come up with appropriate responses, but also to challenge the 

higher achievers. 
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Performance 

 

This component of the examination served to differentiate well among candidates. The average mark of 

candidates opting for Paper Syllabus A is 26 and the average mark of Paper B candidates for the same 

tasks is 14. 

 

Exercise 1 tested word formation in the context of a brief article. This task was challenging, mostly in 

terms of spelling. There were the usual mistakes with –ing and verbs that end with an ‘e’, like improve 

(number 7); spelling mistakes, like extremley (number 1), globel (number 3), development  (number 5) 

and a common mistake was the use of the prefix ‘mal’ or ‘under’ which many also failed to add. The 

responses in number 4 and 7 needed a capital letter which, in many cases, was also ignored.  

Exercise 2 asked for the correct preposition in a paragraph on Tea in Britain. Mistakes were generally 

found in the choice of the correct preposition alongside certain verbs such as ‘capitalize on’ (number 1). 

Other mistakes concerned spelling, such as untill (number 3). Then, another common mistake was the 

use of other parts of speech other than the preposition. 

Exercise 3 entailed working out the tenses of the verbs suitable in an article. This task was demanding 

for some candidates. The present/past tenses were very often confused. The passive was thought 

(number 5) was very often not used and there were cases where candidates lost marks because of the 

spelling mistake was taught instead. The third conditional (number 8) was in many cases wrong. 

Exercise 4 was about quantifiers. This task, set in a mini context, was quite straightforward, yet, many 

candidates included words that are not quantifiers. Of particular difficulty were couple (number 4) and 

all (number 5). Other mistakes included many time, a both of them. 

Exercise 5 required the candidates to select the most appropriate phrasal verbs and also to write this in 

the correct form that would be appropriate in the context of an informal email. This task proved to be 

challenging because very often although there were cases where the correct phrasal verb was chosen, 

marks were lost because of the incorrect tense. The majority of incorrect responses were have fallen out 

(number 1) and play down (number 5). Marks were also lost when candidates left the preposition out in 

am looking forward to (number 3).  

Exercise 6 was a cloze task set in a paragraph typically encountered in a magazine article. It was noted 

that in this task, candidates either did very well or very badly. Of quite some difficulty were every 

(number 1), published (number 3) and reached (number 10). There were instances when responses were 

not even attempted.  

Exercise 7 was concerned with sentence rewriting in a situation. This task tested different grammatical 

items and obviously the well prepared candidates could tackle it. However, weaker candidates found it 

challenging. Marks were lost in those instances when: the response was only partially correct (number 

1); the inversion had I in number 2 was wrong or than was missing; incorrect tenses in the direct speech 

and missing question mark (number 3); incorrect tenses had had in the reported speech (number 4) and 

confusion of will for would (number 5). 

Exercise 8 asked for one word which continued an idiomatic expression in context.This also should have 

been a straightforward exercise but candidates lost marks because of spelling mistakes, most notably 

pouring (number 3) and many did not respond correctly due to insufficient knowledge of idioms and 

everyday language, for example ordered a table or pay a table (number 5). 

Exercise 9 tested knowledge of question forms where candidates had to complete a dialogue by writing 
the appropriate question in the context of an interview. This proved to be quite challenging for most 

candidates. Many wrote questions that were inappropriate to the context or did not lead to the 

responses provided; others gave statements instead of questions, or else left out the punctuation. 

Surprisingly, the tag question (number 5) was in many cases incorrect, with responses like ‘Ann?’ or ‘and 

the flight?’ or was not even attempted. 
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2.5   General Comments on Paper 1 

 

More training in the core paper is called for. Firstly, practice is required in all the skills being tested, even 

in pronunciation which is very often neglected or forgotten but would greatly assist the candidates. It 

would, for example, be a good idea if it is pointed out to the students that the post-vocalic ‘r’ has no 

sound but just prolongs the sound of the previous vowel. Secondly, training in reading and 

understanding the rubric is also necessary. Students need to be taught to pay more attention to the 

rubric. And of course, it needs to be pointed out that carelessness is costing the candidates precious 

marks. Attention to detail is especially significant in the Language Use paper which is accuracy based. 

 

3.1   Paper 2 question 1  -  Writing  

 

This part of the paper, carrying a weighting of 40%, engages the candidates in a writing task. The writing 

task in Paper Syllabus A has to be 320-350 words long, whereas that in Paper Syllabus B has to be 

between 180 and 200 words long.  

 

This year, candidates could select from three different writing tasks. Paper Syllabus A candidates had a 

choice of writing either a short story or a formal letter or an article and those candidates opting for 

Syllabus B could either write a short story or an informal letter or an article.  

 

All writing tasks were attempted but to varying degrees. In Paper A, the most popular choices were the 

short story (38.0%) followed closely by the article (36.6%) and then the letter (25.4%). In Paper B, the 

majority of candidates wrote the letter (37.4%), followed by the short story and then the article (31.7% 

and 30.9% respectively). 

 

Writing Paper 2 A 

 

Task 1 – Candidates were asked to write a short story entitled ‘The Witness’. Quite a good number of 

candidates who attempted this question did very well as they came up with original storylines and had 

the linguistic competence to achieve their objective.  Candidates who scored well produced good short 

stories with convincing characterisation, created a setting and atmosphere and gave a realistic and well-

linked sequence of events. A number of students who attempted this title showed that they had a good 

command of the vocabulary appropriate to the genre. 

 

Task 2 – Candidates were asked to write a letter to the local council complaining about the state of 

sandy beaches in Malta or Gozo and to suggest ways of making the beaches safer and cleaner for the 

public. There were some good letters and most candidates managed to strike a balance between 

complaining and suggesting.  The format, in most cases, was satisfactory and the organisation effectively 

managed. 

 

Task 3 – Candidates were asked to write an article on Making Friends Online. Candidates approached 

this question as an exposition on how to accomplish the contact online, showing the benefits of such 

virtual relationships which could go beyond that and also the dangers such contacts might create. Nearly 

all the candidates who attempted this task revealed a good knowledge of the topic.  In fact, the content 

was generally relevant and well-organised through the use of appropriate linking devices.   
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Writing Paper 2B 

 

Task 1 – Candidates were asked to write a short story entitled ‘The Key’. The candidates who scored high 

grades managed to write a good story focusing on ‘the key’ with a realistic sequence of events.   

 

Task 2 – Candidates were asked to write a letter to a friend about taking part as an extra in a film being 

shot in Malta in a month’s time. The task was at times satisfactory and candidates seem to know what 

taking part in a film shoot is all about. 

 

Task 3 – Candidates were asked to write an article entitled ‘Reading a book or Watching a film – which 

do teenagers prefer?’ Most candidates wrote a balanced essay. Many of those who did wrote mainly 

about the merits of watching a film in general and concluded that teenagers prefer this to reading a 

book. Nevertheless, the material was clearly structured. A handful tried to write a good article in which 

they mentioned a survey and gave percentages of student preferences, as well as reasons for these 

choices. 

 

Poor performance in Writing Paper 2A/2B 

 

There were instances of weak performance in the writing of both Paper Syllabus A and B candidates. 

Marks were lost on the following accounts: 

 

Accuracy 

 

Candidates failed to use correct grammar: tenses mostly, but also in the case of verbal phrases and 

sentence structures. Vocabulary was not always adequate and betrayed first language interference. 

Correct spelling, even of basic words is still problematic. There are, even at the end of eleven years of 

formal instruction in the English language, instances of misspelling in there/their, where/were, a lot, 

because.  

 

Similar to the previous years, candidates lack a proper knowledge of punctuation. For quite a good 

number of candidates, punctuation was either non-existent or limited to a full-stop or comma and even 

these were not used correctly. For both Paper Syllabus A and B candidates, there was no difference 

between the mark of a full-stop (.) and that of a comma (,). Candidates used a comma when they should 

have used a semi-colon or a colon. They have no knowledge of these two punctuation marks. Capital 

letters were also used indiscriminately. Candidates have to realise the importance of punctuation in any 

type of writing task. 

 

Fluency  

 

There was evidence of logical and sequential difficulties in handling writing coherently in some of the 

writing. Candidates had difficulty organising their ideas and even to develop ideas. Paragraphing was 

unfortunately weak. For a number of candidates of both Syllabus A and B, a paragraph means a short 

sentence or two. For some others, especially those candidates who sat for Paper B, paragraphing is non-

existent, instead presenting all their ideas in one part. Some candidates of both papers lack knowledge 

of linking devises between paragraphs and within paragraphs.  

 

At times, the appropriate style was at fault. A number of the candidates choosing Task 2 (letter writing) 

appeared to have had barely any idea of the appropriate letter format or register, switching between 
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informal and formal conventions haphazardly (e.g. in salutation). Many candidates who chose Task 3 

(writing an article) also struggled with the genre, using inappropriate style and 

unstructured/disorganized argumentation.  

 

Length 

 

Many of the candidates ignored the word limit both in Paper Syllabus A and B, to the detriment of the 

logical organisation and quality of their writing. 

 

3.2   Paper 2 question 2 -  Reading and Writing 

 

This component of the paper, having a 60% weighting, requires the candidates to work on two reading 

comprehension passages and a short writing task. The format in both Paper Syllabus A and Syllabus B is 

the same. Firstly, the reading skills tested are largely similar (reading for gist, reading for detail, 

inference, working out the meaning from context, summarising part of the information and working out 

the author’s intention) as are the question types (multiple-choice questions, short-answer questions, 

inference questions, locating information, true and false questions and giving a reason and explaining 

the meaning of a word or phrase). The difference lies in the difficulty level of the texts, the amount of 

reading required, and the level of reading skills required. The texts vary in topic and in type in order to 

ensure a more accurate representation of the candidates’ reading abilities. Secondly, the writing task, 

set purposely after the reading comprehension, is intended as a read-and-respond task in which 

candidates demonstrate their writing skills having had some input from the reading. 

 

Reading Paper Syllabus A 

 

In Paper Syllabus A, the reading task (50%) included understanding two passages of comparable 

difficulty but different text types. Passage 1 was a newspaper article about running marathons and 

Passage 2 was a first-hand account of a young person participating in a volunteer project. In both 

passages, candidates were tested on a variety of comprehension skills, including understanding the 

context of the passage, explaining meanings (finding synonyms, finding words or expressions that refer 

to specific items in the text, antonyms), explaining the meaning of expressions as used in the texts and 

answering open-ended questions. Following the questions on the first passage, candidates had to write 

a summary of between 65-75 words. Then, the writing task (10%) required the candidates to write an 

email of between 70-80 words.  

 

Performance 

 

Passage A 

 

The warmer question 1(a) was answered correctly by practically every candidate but question 1(b) then 

indicated a general lack of knowledge of the purpose of a newspaper.  

 

Vocabulary question 2 yielded a range of responses and while some candidates did achieve full marks, 

others either gave incorrect or incomplete answers. The latter was far more common. The one which 

caused most difficulty was (2c seasoned), with many associating the word with a time of year.  Many 

misspelt (2d) and therefore forfeited the mark. Likewise in vocabulary question 5, where some 

candidates did not read the instructions closely enough and instead gave a phrase where a word is 
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required or else left out part of the phrasal verb. (5d) proved to be problematic to spell, even though it 

was just a matter of copying from the text.  

 

However, the majority of candidates did know the meaning of the expression in question 3 (Marathons 

seem to have become all the rage); this was clear as almost all the candidates who attempted this 

question gave the correct answer. In the case of questions 4 and 9, explaining the meaning of 

expressions proved problematic for a substantial number of candidates as they merely re-wrote the 

words as given in the question, reflecting an inability to paraphrase.  

 

Other questions requiring locating information proved challenging. Candidates found the task of locating 

the correct sentence in question 6 difficult. However, candidates then mostly gave correct answers to 

questions 7 which also asked for location of information. 

 

More taxing questions, like 8, 10 and 11, which were tasks of listing, true or false and giving a reason, 

and answering an open question respectively, were not easy.  

 

Summary – The candidates were unable to describe the situation in their own words and did not 

mention more than two or three factors (eight factors were possible). Inaccuracies in grammar and 

spelling also contributed to a low mark in this task. Lack of summary writing skills were also 

characterised by poor use of linking words.     

 

Passage B 

 

In the second passage, candidates fared well, overall, in the warmer questions 1a, 1b and vocabulary 

questions 2 and 3 which yielded full marks in most cases. But then vocabulary question 4 presented 

some difficulty with the hyphenated word (burned-out) and phrasal verb (plumped for). Candidates very 

often located only half the correct answer. 

 

Question 5 requiring listing did not seem to be too difficult unlike question 12, also based on listing. 

Marks in this question were lost on incomplete responses and the negative aspects mentioned were 

either too vague (tough life) or incomplete (personal food stashes).  

 

Questions 6-8 cost most candidates some marks, but mostly because of carelessness - question 6 where 

a number of candidates ignored the word scientific; or even misspelt the answers ramshackle and 

abandoned which had to be copied from the passage (question 7) and/or copied the entire sentence 

when they were only asked for a part-sentence (question 8). 

 

Questions 10, 11 and 13, testing expressions in the context of the passage, were difficult. The candidates 

either gave the wrong answer or left these questions unanswered. This shows that a good number of 

candidates are unable to read beyond the surface level and grasp how language is used idiomatically. 

Generally speaking, candidates handled question 14 well, though repetitive patterns of mistakes were 

found in (14b) of the volunteers and (14f) of the universe, where in both cases the preposition was not 

included as part of the answer. This may indicate a general inability to adapt grammatical knowledge to 

a reading context. 

 

Candidates also lost marks in inference questions 9 and 11. The former proved problematic with many 

giving a reason why rather than explaining what it means. Another common mistake, in the latter, was 

taking geekdom to mean kingdom and said that it had to do with the kingdom of coral. 
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Writing  

 

This year, the candidates were asked to write an email to a friend, inviting him/her to take part in 

voluntary work.  

 

Performance 

 

A good number of candidates wrote satisfactory emails where the content present was relevant and 

well-organised. The best responses were those that described the tasks that would be performed at the 

old people’s home and how their own lives would be enriched by the experience. However, there were 

others who forfeited some marks mostly as a result of formatting errors (lack of greeting and closure 

and using very formal types of salutation, such as yours sincerely), stylistic mistakes and rather limited 

vocabulary. 

 

Reading Paper Syllabus B 

 

In Paper Syllabus B, two passages were set. Passage 1 was an account of a trekking holiday experience in 

the rainforest and Passage 2 was a newspaper article about cheerleading. In answering questions on 

both passages, candidates were tested on a variety of comprehension skills which included explaining 

the meaning of words and expressions as used in the texts; listing qualities, techniques and other 

features in the texts; completing a True/False exercise (and justifying their choice by giving a reason); 

completing a reference exercise, and answering questions in which candidates were asked to give 

reasons.  

 

Performance 

 

Passage A 

 

A generally favourable impression of the candidates’ performance was gained from those questions 

which involved lifting directly from the text. Candidates handled question 1 (even though there were a 

few who disregarded the instructions of not more than three words), question 2 and question 3 quite 

well. Also, candidates had no problems in answering question 7. 

 

Candidates struggled in those questions requiring them to locate information in the passage. For 

example, in question 4, the main problem was that a number of candidates were not careful to identify 

two specific features of the gorillas’ habitat. Explaining the vocabulary item seized in question 5 was not 

easy. Most candidates were unable to answer this question which required them to identify two single 

words which mean seized. It was noted that the incorrect answers provided by candidates seemed to 

indicate that many of them were unable to read the word seized correctly, because the incorrect 

answers given were enormous and tall, candidates probably reading / interpreting the word as ‘sized’ 

rather than ‘seized’. Question 8, based on a similar task, was challenging. 

 

Better performance was noted in questions which involved listing such as question 9 though some 

candidates lost a number of marks since they quoted rather than explained in their own words. In these 

instances, it was clear that candidates merely lifted entire phrases and clauses without attempting to 

paraphrase.  Being unable to use their own words cost the candidates some marks in question 6.  
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Vocabulary-based tasks such as question 11 (enviously) and question 12 (no-one had told me how tough 

the climb would b) proved to be challenging in most cases. 

 

Question 13 was achieved though a common error was not writing the preposition ‘of’ to explain what 

the words ‘their’ and ‘whose’ referred to in the passage. 

 

Passage B 

 

In general, students found questions which involved lifting the answer from the text in, for instance, 

questions 1 and 2 more manageable, as they did question 3, question 6 and question 10, more open 

questions.  

 

Questions 4 and 7, requiring paraphrasing proved to be a challenge. For example, many candidates 

found it difficult to explain how the media has helped to increase the popularity of cheerleading. In 

many instances, even those candidates who seemed to have some sense of the correct answer simply 

copied chunks from the text without bothering to render the meaning in their own words. And once 

again, the answers to question 7, which was divided in two parts, demonstrated candidates’ 

carelessness in reading instructions about using own words, and/or inability to actually show their 

understanding of what they read by using synthesis and paraphrase rather than copying directly from 

passage. There were also cases where candidates gave similar responses to both parts of the question. 

On the whole, candidates scored poorly in this question. 

 

Also, questions which required listing such as question 5 were generally handled well, though there 

were instances when some candidates simply wrote their answers in point form, for example sense of 

belonging, instead of explaining their ideas in a coherent phrase or sentence. 

Vocabulary questions 8 and 9 cost the candidates some marks but mainly due to carelessness on the 

part of the candidates. In some cases, there were also errors in spelling and this indicates a certain 

degree of carelessness since they only had to copy out the correct word from the text. 

 

Writing  

 

Similarly, the read-and–response writing task in this paper required the candidates to write an email to a 

friend, encouraging him/her to take up a new sport. 

 

Performance 

 

There were some instances of good writing, in terms of marks awarded for the general greeting and 

closure and achieving the aims of the task, that is, to encourage their friend to take up a new sport and 

to adopt an informal tone when writing.  However, it was usually with regards to accuracy that the 

students found it more challenging to achieve higher marks.  In the latter case, many candidates do not 

seem to know the norms of email writing, for example, those who did write a greeting, often wrote it on 

the same line as the same paragraph. A few candidates ended their email by using a formal salutation, 

such as “Yours faithfully”. Some candidates seem to have a problem with using the appropriate language 

to persuade someone to do something.  A few emails were bordering on rudeness, with the candidates 

remarking on how fat and ugly their friend had become, in order to persuade him to take up a sport. 

Quite a number of candidates ignored the word limit, often going well over the 60 word limit. 
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3.3   General Comments on Paper 2 

 

Practice in reading and writing, in general, needs to be ongoing. More specifically, candidates would 

benefit from coaching in examination techniques in play in these components. Firstly, practice in 

planning, drafting and editing is encouraged and recommended. Although there were some attempts by 

candidates to use the blank space on the examination paper for planning, this is still very much 

underused. Candidates are encouraged to plan their writing before they actually start, as this will result 

in more organised essays. Summary writing skills need to be given more attention in the classroom as 

they leave much to be desired. In reading comprehension, candidates need practice in responding to 

questions to grasp the notion of the futility of starting off the answer by copying the wording of the 

questions. Secondly, candidates are to be coached in understanding the rubric well and in following the 

instructions it presents.  

 

4.0   CONCLUSION 

 

The time and effort being directed to the teaching of the English language is acknowledged. A greater 

exposure to the skills of speaking, listening, writing and reading in English is always to be encouraged for 

improved overall language performance. More training in the actual handling of the examination will 

reap its benefits. And more importantly, candidates need to understand the significance of working 

conscientiously in every component of the paper. 

 

Chairperson 

Board of Examiners 

 

June 2011 


